COMMERCIAL OFFER
We would like to oﬀer to buy your empty cartridges for the following printers:
HP: 15, 17, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 300, 301, 302, 336, 337, 338, 339, 342, 343, 344, 350, 351,
45, 56, 57, 62, 63650, 651, 652, 703, 704, 901 - black and color.
LEXMARK: 16, 17, 34, 35, 37, 43, 44, 1, 2, 3

CANON BC-02, BX-3, 40, 50, 41, 51, 37, 38, 510, 512, 511, 513, 540, 541, 545, 546
We will be responsible for transporting them and the transport costs would cover by us in 100%.
We would like to pay up to 2 500 EUR per 1 000 kilograms of cartridges.

The cartridges would be collected from the customer using our own transport.
They will be transported to the place where they are processed.

The cartridges are stored in special halls that are adapted for the processing of waste.

The cartridges are placed in a special containers that are properly marked and adapted for this purpose.
It is then pre-sorted. Electrostatic separation technology is used In the process of recycling plastic
in the form of cartridges. Separation is done without changing the chemical structure.
Cartridges type 17, 23, 78 are recycled in the first place.

The granulate of above mentioned fraction is sold to cement factory where it is burned
and converted into energy. The waste that is produced in that process is shredded and converted
into repellets. We recover from repellets:
PPET (polyethylene terephthalate).

The above-mentioned fraction is then sold.
It is used to produce mobile phones and electronic devices cases.
PUR (Polyurethane)

Like PET, PUR is also sold. It is used for the production of mattress fillings.
The metal parts from cartridges is recovered and sold as color metal.
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